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Saboom.com presents “men’s weekend”

At regular intervals Saboom.com presents new shows.

who everyone would probably 

 

With a twenty-member team the 

Romanian Carpathians, in order to 

men want in a weekend with their

lot of hot girls who are always ready for a

hot party that no one forgets so quickly.

 

As usual, the users themselves influence on what should 

happen on this special weekend of men. The structure of this 

show makes it easy to empathize with the roles and to 

experience exactly what the user wants to see. The myriad 

choices and the different ways to make this interac

very diverse and provide unforgettable moments and many erotic experiences.

 

Contents of "Men's Weekend": 

The three main actors David, Mugur and Lauro visit her friend, Titus, who runs a 

After checking in the guys experience their own adventure in the gym, sauna and billiard 

room with hot female guests. The absolute highlight is the big party in the evening, which 

leaves open for either the boys or the girls have any requests. Hot beats, lively atmosphere 

and a lot of bare skin make this an unforgettable night of partying.
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an ideal men weekend, 

men's fantasies come true. 

very diverse and provide unforgettable moments and many erotic experiences. 

The three main actors David, Mugur and Lauro visit her friend, Titus, who runs a small hotel. 

After checking in the guys experience their own adventure in the gym, sauna and billiard 

The absolute highlight is the big party in the evening, which 

leaves open for either the boys or the girls have any requests. Hot beats, lively atmosphere 


